Studies are reported to explore a range of higher-level percepts in music.
Introduction
Listeners tend to agree when judging one piece of music as happy and another as sad, at least within a single culture. The minimum that this means is that some salient 2 aspect of the music is being related in the same way by listeners to some aspect of happiness or sadness.
Every piece of music has multiple perceptual qualities and different pieces differ in these qualities. Similarly, the adjectives happy and sad refer to concepts that differ in a number of different ways. When a listener judges music as happy or sad, they form a relationship between the two sets of qualities. In principle, the task faced by the listener is to choose a combination of perceptual qualities from the stimulus and to map this onto a combination of conceptual qualities from the response labels. So, the musical percepts might vary on brassiness and the concept sad and happy might vary on forcefulness. The participant could then simply decide that high brassiness resembles high forcefulness (and low brassiness resembles low forcefulness), and use happy and sad as surrogate responses for brassy or not.
It would be open to different listeners to choose different perceptual or different conceptual dimensions and to choose different response mappings. Responses with high inter-listener agreement only arise when listeners use the same dimensions and the same mapping. The term intersubjective percept will be used to describe this state of affairs where listeners make judgements with high degrees of agreement.
The most widely studied intersubjective percept in music is emotion.
Since music is an open category, always growing and changing, it is logically impossible to limit what emotion percepts might be possible, either by empirical means or by theoretical means. However, an important principle to emerge is that there are various sources of emotion within music. Sloboda and Juslin (2001) divide these sources into two fundamental types. Intrinsic emotion is where the source is entirely within the music itself. For example, familiarity with music leads to a set of expectations about the behaviour of music; where these expectations are violated or 3 fulfilled, the listener will experience different effects (Meyer, 1954) . Extrinsic emotions are where the music is perceived with respect to something extra-musical. Extrinsic emotions may be iconic (see Dowling and Harwood, 1986 ) -so loud music may sound threatening. Extrinsic emotions may also be entirely associative, such as in national anthems.
Several studies have explored the range of emotions that listeners perceive within music, using a range of different types of stimuli and response formats. The results are summarized in Gabrielsson and Lindström (2001) . There are three types of result.
The first type of result lists the types of adjective chosen by listeners as appropriate responses to musical stimuli. The general result is captured in the adjective circle of Hevner (1936 Hevner ( , 1937 , which comprises a self-returning sequence of dignified, sad, dreamy, serene, graceful, happy, exciting, vigorous. There is ample evidence for each of these, using various forms of stimulus (real music, Behne, 1972, Kastner and Crowder, 1990 ; artificial tone sequences, Motte-Haber, 1968 , Gabriel, 1978  modified music, Juslin, 1997 , Lindstrom, 1997 ; specifically composed music, Thompson and Robitaille, 1992) and various types of stimulus manipulation (rhythm, Motte-Haber, 1968 , Gabrielsson, 1973 tempo, Juslin, 1997; mode, Crowder, 1985;  timbre, Juslin, 1997) .
The second type of result relates the responses made to an underlying continuous space. Using a method called the semantic differential Osgood et al(1957) had subjects rate a stimulus on a range of different dimensions stretched between polar opposite adjectives, such as happy -sad. The mean rating on each dimension is then a measure of the position of the stimulus on the dimension in question. The vector of positions on the various dimensions is then taken to be the perceptual 4 measure of the stimulus. Factor analysis tends to find three underlying dimensions behind the pattern of responses: valence (pleasant-unpleasant), activity (activepassive) and potency (strong-weak). For musical stimuli, Scherer and Oshinsky (1977) had listeners rate synthesised tone sequences on these three dimensions and explored the relationship between acoustic properties of the stimuli and the ratings.
The semantic differential has been used to study the semantic structure of actual music (Hacohen and Wagner, 1996) with broadly similar results. They used extracts from Wagner's Der Ring des Nibelungen and listeners rating responses on eight bipolar adjective scales. Three scales produced high ratings: 'sadness/joy', 'weakness/strength', 'restraint/impetuosity'. These are clearly closely related to valence, potency and activity respectively.
The third type of result has explored behavioural signs of emotional response. Sloboda (1991 Sloboda ( , 1992 obtained accounts from listeners of musical situations where music caused bodily responses, such as piloerection. To a degree it was possible to relate specific musical features to specific bodily responses. An important feature of this research is that it does not involve any form of cognitive appraisal and is therefore not contaminated by what listeners know about music.
A different question, less frequently addressed concerns the range of other higher level features that are intersubjective percepts of music. This is an important question because an explanation of emotion in music might be too narrow to account for the full phenomenon -it might be a special case of a wider explanation for music.
There are studies that have considered the possibility that music might give rise to perceptions of motion (see Clarke, 2006 , chapter 3 for a review). An important link between this and emotion percepts in music is the observation that a common cue to the emotional state of another is the dynamic structure of movements of their face, hands and body. Gabrielsson (1973) found that certain rhythmic patterns could be readily described by listeners with words that relate to motion: "running", "limping", "flowing" and "crawling". Clynes (1977) and Scherer (1995) relate perceived musical motion to gestural motion of the human body. Todd (1999) suggests that music generates the sensation of ego-motion. Shove and Repp (1995) have emphasised that one obvious source of perceived motion in music is the movements of performers (seen or not). Clarke (2006) observes that music is frequently intended for listeners to make movements to, such as dancing. In all these case, the movements are movements of people.
However, Clarke (2006) also draws attention to non-animate motions that can be perceived in music, so for example, a crescendo -increasing amplitude would indicate motion towards the listener that does not need to be animate at all. Such sounds do, of course have implications for the behaviour of the listener, suggesting avoidance, which is animate.
Intersubjective percepts of music include various different human emotions and motions. Because these are normally properties of people, it is not a large jump to speculate that something in music generates the impression of there being an illusory presence of person. It is then a short further move to speculate that music might have other qualities which resemble those normally perceived in people, traits as well as states. The studies reported in this paper consider the possibility that the intersubjective percepts of music might widely overlap with the percepts formed of a person. Of course, there are trivial cases to be avoided where the music is perceived 6 as a direct product of a person (composer, performer) and responses refer to the person not to the music.
This crude notion of a perceived imaginary person is has been touched on in a more sophisticated way in the literature on the philosophy of musical aesthetics. Kivy (1980) considers the idea that a listener to music may hear a resemblance to a state of mind. Levinson (1996) explores the possibility that music can be heard as if it is the personal expression of emotion by an imaginary individual. The purpose of the present paper is to add empirical support to the general notion, rather than consider the important ramifications of the idea. The interested reader is referred to Scruton (1997) . A procedural difficulty is that music also has conceptual qualities. People know that music can be happy or sad; this will facilitate listeners in giving music a high rating for happy or sad. It is not a commonplace that music can be male or female, and this knowledge will tend to inhibit listeners from giving music a high rating in either of these regards. For this reason, the present method employs a two-alternative forced choice response (2AFC). If listeners are committed to making one of the two responses "male" or "female" then they are no more inhibited from using one of them than they would be if the response labels were "happy" or "sad".
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There are three practical merits to the 2AFC method. The first merit is its extreme simplicity: the task for the listener requires just one partition on the stimulus space, not multiple partitions. The second merit is that 2AFC is a very sensitive method for measuring very small differences in the perceptual consequences of stimuli. The third benefit lies in the statistical power of the binomial distribution of responses which is produced by the 2AFC method. The data can be fully characterized by the binomial distribution and analytical solutions exist for confidence limits, including situations where probability values are very low.
In common with all laboratory studies of music perception, we cannot be sure that the type of listening engaged by our participants is naturalistic. The 2AFC procedure will also influence this. However, the consequences of listening to make 2AFC judgements are unlikely to add information to the stimulus and a re more likely to reduce the information content.
Study 1 Methods
The first study comprised two parts: an experimental part and a control part. The two parts were identical, except that whereas the stimuli in the first part were music, the stimuli in the second part were food.
Experimental stimuli:
Four pieces of music were used as materials for the first study (full details are given in appendix 1). None had any vocal lines, all were real performances (ie not synthesised). Each was played at a clearly audible level. For each, a short 10 second excerpt was played without an abrupt start or end. Two were chosen from Wagner's Siegfried and were deliberately selected to present very different effects. The first, Siegfried's Horn-Call is a strident energetic brass solo; the second, Forest Murmurs, is very gentle and warm scored for strings and soli woodwind. The third and fourth pieces of music were chosen to be much more extreme: an excerpt from a medieval song (performed instrumentally) and an excerpt from a piece of avant-garde 20 th century music.
Control stimuli:
Four pieces of food were used as the control stimulus: they have many of the same broad psychological properties as music, without being music. Food is a rich and complex stimulus; it is highly familiar; people have strong likes and dislikes; it varies enormously in its perceptual qualities. In these respects it is very similar to music.
However, it is different from music in several important ways: it is not created; it is not expressive; it is not structured hierarchically or temporally. For the experimental part, the participants were first year Psychology students (mean age 17.6 years). People with more than 1 year of formal musical training were excluded. Any who were familiar with any of the extracts of music were excluded from the study. After excluding 8 people, 200 participants remained. A very high number of participants was used to establish any effect magnitude.
For the control part, the participants were 60 young people visiting Stirling University on an open day. With a mean age of 17.1 years, this sample is very similar to the sample for the experimental part.
Responses:
Responses for each stimulus were collected for 12 pairs of adjectives on a paper form. The pairs were chosen from 4 groups: 3 person traits, 3 person states and 6 not person categories. The sequence of pairs down the page, and the polarity leftright of the pairs were randomized from participant to participant and from stimulus to stimulus, to balance out any order effects.
Procedure:
After listening to a music stimulus or eating a food stimulus, each participant was asked to make 12 two-alternative forced choice responses (2AFC), choosing one each from 12 pairs of adjectives.
Results
Of interest is the extent to which participants were in agreement about the appropriate response for any given stimulus. Responses to the left hand adjective (as listed in appendix 1) were scored as -1; responses to the right hand adjective were scored as +1. Agreement level is then the mean score across participants and varies from -1 (all participants responding to the left-hand adjective) through 0 (responses split 50:50) to +1 (all participants responding to the right-hand adjective). A value of ±0.8 corresponds to 90% of participants responding in the same direction.
With a 2AFC design, it is important to distinguish between a bias and sensitivity. If all participants, in response to every piece of music responded "female", then there would be apparent agreement of 100% because of this bias. To allow for this, information (I) is calculated as the absolute deviation of responses for each response category to one stimulus from the mean response for that category across all stimuli.
Information varies from 0 to 1. Chance level responding would yield a value of 0 for information. Invariably responding "female" would lead to an information value of 0.
Completely consistent responding "female" to two stimuli and "male" to the other two would yield a value of 1.
The basic agreement levels for the music responses and the food are shown in A simple binomial calculation can be used to assign 99% confidence limits to the 11 data, and ranges of these are shown on the figure as error bars. These confidence limits can be used to determine statistical significance at the 0.01 level.
i) The figure shows that information in all response categories for both types of stimulus is significantly different from zero (chance).
ii) The figure shows that the information level for music is significantly higher than for food in 5 out of the 6 person-related response categories and 2 out of 6 non-personrelated categories. The overall difference between music and food is highly significant (p<10 -12 ). This is very small, but only because a large number of participants were used.
iii) The figure also shows that the person-related categories of response generate significantly higher levels of information than do the non-person related categories, but only for music stimuli.
With the binomial distribution, it is possible to calculate directly the probability of obtaining a given measured information level, given any expected information level. Table 1 shows the calculated probability of obtaining the information values for person-related categories, on the basis that the expected information level is that given overall by the non-person categories. As can be seen, the main finding is that information levels are significantly higher for music and person-related responses than any other combination of stimulus and response. 
Discussion
The very high levels of agreement coupled with the large number of listeners suggests a robust phenomenon. However, there are two issues that require exploration before any conclusion may be reached. First, the results of this first experiment only apply to four pieces of music, and so a wider and larger set of stimuli is required. Second, there may be an underlying structure of relations between the adjectives used, either conceptually or musically, which may change the manner in which the results might be understood. In particular, the semantic differential typically results in just 3 independent variables -named as activity (quick/slow), potency (strong/weak) and valence (good/bad). Do these dimensions also determine the present results?
Study 2
The second study uses a much larger and varied range of musical excerpts (24), with a more limited number of participants (50). The first intention is to explore the generality of the finding across a wider range of genres of music. The second intention is to explore relations between the adjectives, by performing a factor analysis of response data to the larger number of stimuli.
Methods
The basic method was similar to the first study.
Participants: 50 Psychology students were the participants, receiving course credit for participation. Any participants with more than 1 year of formal music training or who were familiar with any of the extracts of music were excluded from the study.
Materials: 24 pieces of music were employed as stimuli. None had any vocal lines, all were real performances (rather than synthesised). Each was played at a clearly audible level through closed ear headphones. For each, a short 10 second excerpt was played. The range was all western music, and extended from medieval music, through baroque, classical and romantic to modern popular and art music. It included music of varying modality and atonal music.
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Procedure: Each participant attended a separate session. After listening to each piece of music, they were asked to make their responses by completing a form. This form had the same 12 pairs of adjectives as in study 1, randomized in order and polarity as before.
Results

Analysis 1: basic effect
Although the first study found large effects of person-related responses despite averaging data across pieces of music, this does not necessarily mean that every piece of music will yield high levels of information across all such categories. It is possible that 10% of all music will yield an information level of 1 for female/male responses, but the remainder will yield information levels of zero. The averaged information level would be low (0.1), but the conclusion that music cannot provide high information in this response would not be warranted.
The basic results are summarized in Figure 3 
Figure 4 about here
The lower panel in Figure 4 shows an analysis of this type for all pairs of response labels. Each cell shows the number of stimuli where the column response category and the row response category are significantly different from each other at the (very low) criterion of p<0.005. As can be seen, most response labels are distinctive. There are two responses labels which cannot be distinguished at this criterion: "young/old" and "joyful/sad".
Analysis 3: no of factors
In the sense of synonymy or interchangeability, our response categories are not identical. However, that is not to say that they are not related. A principal components factor analysis (PCA) on the 24 observations (stimuli) of 6 empirical variables (agreement levels) was conducted to explore further the relations between response categories. PCA assumes that the various observed data are the result of the linear combination (ie summation) of a set of underlying independent factors. Given this assumption, PCA then computes the underlying factors, called principal components. PCA finds factors such that the first factor accounts for the greatest possible amount of variance in the observations, the second accounts for the greatest amount of variance remaining and so on. The total number of principal components equals the number of empirical variables, in this case 6 because we are only analyzing the person-related categories.
The first issue with PCA is to determine the number of principal components that might be required to account adequately for the observed data. The usual method for doing this with normally distributed data is to count only those factors that account for more of the total variance than an equal share, which is essentially arbitrary. The use of binomial data offers a more rigorous method. If we take just the first component, then we can use it alone to reconstruct the empirical data. There will be differences between the original data and this reconstruction and these can be assessed by computing the probability of obtaining the original data given the reconstruction. If this probability is lower than our criterion (p=0.005), then we can use the first and second components to reconstruct the data. If the probability of getting our actual data from this reconstruction is still too low, we can add the next component and so on. That method can be used to establish how many components are required to reasonably account for that piece alone. Figure 5 shows the results of this analysis.
As can be seen, 5 components are required to account for all the stimuli even at a conservative criterion of p=0.005. 1. The first factor, which accounts for a high proportion of the variance, combines "gentle" "good" "pleased" "joyful" "young" and "female". This component would appear to be close to the classic variable valence.
However, it is not obvious why female is associated with positive valence and male with negative valence.
2. The second factor combines "sad" "gentle" and "old", and appears to be related to the classic variable activity.
3. The third factor provides for independent variation in the female/male dimension. Although "male" might be taken to relate to the classic variable potency, the other parts of this factor which go with "male" are "old" and "joyful" and neither seems appropriate for potency.
4. The fourth factor provides for independent variation in young and old.
5. The fifth factor provides for independent variation in good and evil.
6. The sixth factor varies mainly in pleased and angry.
General Discussion
Participants were asked to make forced choices from various adjective pairs in response to a range of different pieces of music. The results of each study show high levels of agreement between participants for person-related categories of response to music. What does this mean?
Consider the case of female/male choices. When 95% of participants all choose the same member of the pair, then it is very clear that the music is controlling their choice with high reliability. This does not necessarily mean that the music "is" female or male, just that some salient aspect of the music resembles some aspect of femaleness or maleness for the listener.
Each piece of music has a range of different perceptual qualities. The different pieces vary in these qualities. Similarly, the different members of each adjective pair refer to concepts that vary in a number of different ways. In principle, the task faced by a participant in the 2AFC design is to choose a combination of perceptual qualities from the stimulus and to map this onto a combination of conceptual qualities from the response labels. The measure of information is a measure of the extent to which listeners use the same mapping.
The data show that when the response category is applicable to a person, a high proportion of participants choose the same mapping from stimulus to response, resulting in high information levels. There are three conditions that must be met for this to work. i) Listeners are highly expert in concepts relating to the qualities of other people, resulting in high reliability and sensitivity to differences in people.
ii) The listeners have a similar level of expertise in judging appropriate qualities of music, resulting in high reliability and sensitivity to differences in music. The difference between information levels for person-related response categories and non-person related categories is important. The failure of music to generate high levels of agreement for some non-person related categories is also due to a failure of the third condition. We are expert in narrow/wide, but there are no obvious and natural mappings between these and the salient qualities of music.
So the simplest conclusion we can reach is that music has, perhaps inter alia, higherlevel perceptual qualities which can be naturally and reliably mapped onto person qualities. The two analyses of the underlying structure of the responses in the second study both point to this perceptual effect of music having at least 5 or 6 separate variables. This is substantially higher than the typical 3 found by the more normal rating-scale based semantic differential. The power of binomial statistics arising from our use of the 2AFC method underlies this. It is clear that valence, activity and potency do play a large part in the data, but the analysis has identified that these 3 variables are not enough.
It is clumsy to talk of listeners perceiving a person in music. Most of the cues that would indicate the presence of that person are not present. Our data only suggest that listeners are able to use the musical cues, presumably temporal and dynamical change, to infer the qualities of a person in the absence of that presence. We see a simple analogy with a Gibsonian account: the point becomes easier to express in the language of higher-order invariant and affordance. Gibson (1966) showed that the dynamic behaviour of the optic array during egomotion provides information about that egomotion irrespective of what the static contents of the optic array might be. In other words, the relative motions of things in the environment and self are specified (without knowing what those things are) by just observing specific types of pattern of change: higher-order invariants. At a simple level, this is similar in logic to our finding. Suppose that the qualities of a person are specified in higher-order invariants: complex temporal and dynamic patterns of change in stimulation arising from that person (visual, acoustic and so on). It then follows that other stimuli with similar temporal and dynamic patterns of change, once the change itself is abstracted from the incidentals of what is being changed, might 20 yield those same higher-order person invariants. Music clearly has complex patterns of temporal and dynamical change. If these patterns of change share appropriate features with the person-quality higher-order invariants, then this would provide an easy account for the present findings.
There is a second Gibsonian style of account of the present finding in terms of affordance. Gibson (1979) emphasised that the most important properties of the environment are those that indicate useful potential interactions between the perceiver and the environment. These potential interactions are called affordances.
In the case of a prosaic sense such as vision, the affordances are easy to formulate -each object in our field of view has physical qualities that make that object suitable for certain behaviours. In the case of music, there is no such obvious physical constraint. It is easy enough to see that a pathway affords walking because of the physics of pathways and legs. It is significant harder to see what the physical nature of a piece of music constrains it to afford. There is a useful discussion of this issue in Windsor (2004) .
For present purposes, all that can be said is that whatever music affords in a listener, Like all methods of factor analysis, PCA returns a single set of independent factors. If each of our 24 observations is thought of as being a point in 6 dimensional space, then PCA identifies 6 axes in that space all mutually at right angles to each other. Now any n-dimensional space will have n axes, but how they are jointly aligned with the space is arbitrary. So, for example, the x-axis of 2D space can point in any direction in that space and the y-axis will then point at right angles to it. There is an infinite number of different ways that these 2 axes can be aligned with the space. PCA chooses one specific alignment which places each axis in the direction of greatest remaining variance.
It follows that PCA will find "real" structures only if those structures have nicely graded variances. Where several structures give rise to nearly equal variance in the observations, the components returned by PCA will tend to be arbitrary combinations of those structures. Since one does not know in advance whether this condition applies, there is a difficulty in interpreting PCA factors. Our approach to this is simple.
Imagine we could run our experiment a great many times over. We would then accept as "real" any factors which nearly always appeared in the analysis, and discount any others. In practice, this is not feasible, but the statistical process of bootstrap provides a way of simulating this.
We can make 100,000 repeats of the PCA using random re-sampling with replacement of the stimuli. This yields 100000 sets of principal components. Each set has 6 principal components, and each principal component has 6 variables. Table 2 shows an analysis of responses to one of the stimuli. The first row (actual) shows the empirical data -the values of agreement measured in the experiment; the next row (labelled 1) shows the reconstruction of these values, using only the first principal component. These calculated values are broadly similar to the actual ones. The final column shows the probability of obtaining the empirical data by chance given the reconstruction as expected. As can be seen, the actual data has a negligible probability of arising from just the first component. The third row (labelled 2) shows the effect of using the first 2 PCs for the reconstruction. The result is closer to the actual data, but still not probable. The table shows that a reconstruction with at least 4 components is required to provide a reconstruction that is not significantly different from then actual data (p>0.005). 
